The doctors, lawyers, and Indian Chiefs among us --- as the old poem goes --- have an extra stumbling block between them and their freedom.

The corporations that we have been dealing with "as" our governments set "Public Policies" which are then enumerated into Administrative Code --- as in "Federal Code" and State of State Statutes.

In order to become Public Law these Public Policies/Administrative Codes have to be published in the Congressional Record and enumerated in the CFR and enrolled. Titles 17 through 50 have never passed this test, because the so-called Revised Statutes have never been enumerated and enrolled.

The point of this is that Title XXXVII (37) which causes all the problems for civilian "Uniformed Officers" is part of the Revised Statutes that have never been rendered into Public Law. They remain merely the private "policy" of the governmental services corporations masquerading as our government.

So--- all the "requirements" that doctors and lawyers and Indian Chiefs be "registered" and/or licensed, or that they have to belong to some club or union like the American Bar Association or be approved as a member of the American Medical Association are nothing more than Public Policy of a corporation and its literal franchises, the States of States organizations.

People think its "law" but it's not.

That is the First Issue.

The Second Issue is that a corporation does have the right to set Public Policy for itself and its employees. Your employer can make you wear an ugly brown uniform and an orange gingham apron as a condition of your employment.

In this case, they can demand that in order to take advantage of company-sponsored insurance, their employees can only receive treatment from a "licensed" professional the Company approves of and licenses for that purpose.

So who are their employees?

Obviously, all the federal civilian and military workers and their dependents.

But, thanks to the Great Fraud, they also claim that everyone who has ever been "registered" in their system is a corporate franchisee, with the result that they claim that all Social Security participants are government employees and subject to their rules, too.

You can "retire" from this presumption any time you like, but you also need to know that this is being presumed against you before you have any motivation to object and notify Social Security and the IRS and the rest of the alphabet soups that you made "a mistake" and/or that you have "retired".
With nearly everyone enrolled by fraud and error in their corporation's "Social Security" program they have a mighty hammer to use against us until we "retire" and serve notice of our return to our birthright political status, or serve notice that we made a mistake and were not meaning to or required to enroll in Social Security. Or both.

The end result is that if you are seeking medical care and expect Social Security to pay for it or Medicare or Medicaid or any other government program, the Company has a right to demand that the provider is "licensed" and meets their criteria. Which they do.

So they enforce Title 37 even though it isn't Public Law via de facto commercial contract and coercion under monopoly inducement.

This cuts down the choice of "covered" service providers and also "covered" services, so that even if Doctor A has a cure for cancer, people diagnosed with cancer will be obliged to go to Doctor B, whose services are covered under the Company insurance, aka, Medicare, etc., and their treatment options will be limited in the same way that their choice of doctors or lawyers is limited: by commercial contract and coercion under monopoly inducement.

As a further inducement, hospitals and clinics which receive government corporation grants and aid are forced to work only with "licensed health care professionals" operating as civilian uniformed officers --- unpaid employees of the government monopoly.

You can go to any physician you like, licensed or unlicensed, in a public (licensed) capacity or private (unlicensed) capacity, but you have to pay for it yourself. You can also obtain any service or undergo any treatment you like, so long as you pay for it yourself.

Doctors who wish to conduct their business as "private physicians" may do so, too, so long as they provide all their own services and equipment and operate their own clinics as private enterprises, and of course, they can't accept Medicare or other government program insurance for services.

It is the "Company Store" phenomenon as recorded by Tennessee Ernie Ford singing, "Sixteen tons, and what do you get? Another day older and deeper in debt! St. Peter dontcha call me 'cause I can't go! I owe my soul to the Company Store!"

In this case, the monopolistic corporations serving in place of your lawful government, are forcing you and millions of others to receive their services and only their services at the price and under the conditions they dictate.

They have already taken all the money you might have otherwise had to spend on medical services as taxes over the course of your working life, and now they want to dictate who you can receive service from and how much you can pay for such service and which services you can access.

Lawyers and Indian Chiefs are in the same bind, more or less.

You don't have to be a Bar Member unless you want to work for "the government" or one of its "franchises", but since they have worked it to arbitrarily define almost everyone as a "franchise" belonging to their corporation, the vast bulk of the work is only available to Bar Attorneys.

Similar to the hospitals receiving "government" grants, the courts can only employ Bar Attorneys as officers of the court, because that is what the Company policy dictates.

You can be a private lawyer, called a "Counselor-at-Law" and you can assist your customers (not clients) to navigate whatever jurisdictions or processes are required, but its an uphill go, because most people don't know the difference between a "Bar Attorney" and a "Counselor-at-Law" and so don't have sense enough to seek your services out.
And meanwhile, the Company is ruthlessly passing more policies that make sure that only Bar Attorneys can use all the services and facilities of the courts, while you have to provide all your own clerks and receptionists and paralegal services.

We are dealing with two oppressive old-style monopoly-interest parent corporations acting "as" our government, and while we can --- and some of us do -- continue to operate as private and independent health care professionals and lawyers and tribal chiefs, our customer base is shrinking and the options that people have are shrinking, too, until we all wake up and operate the lawful government we are heir to.

The THINGS in Washington, DC, and all those THINGS operating in your State Capitols are only corporations like J.C. PENNY and Dairy Queen, and they actually have no more authority or lawful control over your lives than any other corporations --- so long as you make it your business to hold them to their limitations and to exercise your own rights and prerogatives.

Begin by reclaiming your own Trade Name and all your Assumed NAMES and removing them to a permanent domicile on the land and soil of your birth State.
And then get busy and boot up your State Jural Assembly.
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